Hairy cells and monocytoid B lymphocytes: are they related?
The normal tissue counterpart of hairy cell leukemia is unknown. Because of the morphologic similarities of hairy cells to reactive and lymphomatous monocytoid cells, we compared the phenotypic characteristics of seven spleens involved by hairy cell leukemia with four reactive lymph nodes containing benign monocytoid B cells and three lymph nodes diagnosed as monocytoid B cell lymphoma. The hairy cells had a phenotype of surface Ig+, B1/Leu-14+, Leu-M5+, PCA-1+, Tac+, B2-, BA-1-, BA-2-, J5-, T10-, T11-, Leu-1-, Leu-2a-, Leu-3a-. The immunophenotype of both the reactive and neoplastic monocytoid B lymphocytes was virtually identical to the hairy cells. The major difference was that monocytoid B cells failed to react with anti-Tac and that PCA-1 expression was inconsistent. Despite these variances, the immunophenotypic similarities are remarkable, particularly the common expression of B1/Leu-14 and Leu-M5 (S-HCL3), and suggest a possible lineage relationship between hairy and monocytoid B cells.